
How to Improve Your Ability in Japanese and
Solutions for Fouls
Japanese is a beautiful and complex language that can be difficult to
master. However, with the right approach, you can improve your Japanese
language skills quickly and easily. In this article, we will provide you with
tips on how to improve your Japanese language skills, as well as solutions
for fouls in Japanese Mahjong (Riichi).
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Tips for Improving Your Japanese Language Skills

Here are a few tips to help you improve your Japanese language skills:

1. Immerse yourself in the language. The best way to learn a language
is to immerse yourself in it. This means surrounding yourself with the
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language as much as possible. Watch Japanese movies and TV
shows, listen to Japanese music, and read Japanese books and
articles. The more you expose yourself to the language, the faster you
will learn it.

2. Practice regularly. Learning a language takes time and practice.
Make sure to practice speaking, listening, reading, and writing
Japanese on a regular basis. The more you practice, the more
proficient you will become.

3. Find a language partner. One of the best ways to improve your
Japanese language skills is to find a language partner. A language
partner is someone who is also learning Japanese and who is willing to
practice with you. You can meet language partners through online
language exchange websites or through local language clubs.

4. Take a Japanese class. If you want to learn Japanese in a more
structured environment, you can take a Japanese class. There are
many different types of Japanese classes available, so you can find
one that fits your needs and learning style.

Solutions for Fouls in Japanese Mahjong (Riichi)

If you are playing Japanese Mahjong (Riichi) and you commit a foul, you
will be penalized. The penalty for a foul is to discard one of your tiles. Here
are the most common fouls in Riichi and how to avoid them:

1. Concealed pong. A concealed pong is when you meld three identical
tiles that are all hidden in your hand. This is a foul because it gives you
an unfair advantage over the other players. To avoid this foul, make
sure to meld your tiles as soon as possible.



2. Exposed kong. An exposed kong is when you meld four identical tiles,
but at least one of the tiles is visible to the other players. This is also a
foul because it gives you an unfair advantage. To avoid this foul, make
sure to keep your tiles hidden until you are ready to meld them.

3. Chii after ron. A chii after ron is when you chii (meld three consecutive
tiles) after someone else has called ron (declared Mahjong). This is a
foul because it is considered to be unfair play. To avoid this foul, make
sure to chii before anyone else calls ron.

4. Kan after ron. A kan after ron is when you kan (meld four identical
tiles) after someone else has called ron. This is also a foul because it
is considered to be unfair play. To avoid this foul, make sure to kan
before anyone else calls ron.

Learning Japanese can be a challenging but rewarding experience. By
following the tips in this article, you can improve your Japanese language
skills quickly and easily. And if you are playing Japanese Mahjong
(Riichi),be sure to avoid the fouls listed above to avoid penalties.
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